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EU Registry on industrial emissions

The EU Registry will collects identification and administrative data on European 
Pollutant Release and Transfer Register Regulation (E-PRTR) facilities, 
installations under the scope of the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED), large 
combustion plants (LCPs) and waste incineration and co-incineration plants 
(WI)



An INSPIRE – extended schema 



structure in which data are to be transmitted from MS to the EEA

EU Registry - streamlined view



can EU Registry be considered a first 
example to demonstrate how 
development of e-reporting using the 
INSPIRE approach could lead to a 
significant efficiency and effectiveness 
gain over the coming years?

From an operational point of view



EURegistry - streamlined view



From current DB tables and excels to
EU Registry: the mapping table 

9/29/2017

PF EPRTR.mainActivity

ProductionFacility EPRTRAnnexIActivity
.EPRTRAnnexIActivityType
.mainActivity
.href Rename normal

For each value in 'EPRTR.mainActivity' adds the same value to the 'href' 
property. If necessary a conversion is applied.

PF EPRTR.otherActivity

ProductionFacility EPRTRAnnexIActivity
.EPRTRAnnexIActivityType
.otherActivity
.href Rename normal

For each value in 'EPRTR.otherActivity' adds the same value to the 'href' 
property. If necessary a conversion is applied.

PF ProductionSiteID
ProductionFacility hostingSite

.href Formatted string normal

Populates the 'href' property with a string formatted according to this pattern:
#PS_{ProductionSiteID}
Source property names in curly braces are replaced by the corresponding 
property value, if the context condition/index matches, otherwise the value 
is not set.

PF PF.ID ProductionFacility id Formatted string normal

Populates the 'id' property with a string formatted according to this pattern:
PF_{PF.ID}
Source property names in curly braces are replaced by the corresponding 
property value, if the context condition/index matches, otherwise the value 
is not set.

PF localId

ProductionFacility inspireId
.Identifier
.localId Rename normal

For each value in 'localId' adds the same value to the 'localId' property. If 
necessary a conversion is applied.

PF namespace

ProductionFacility inspireId
.Identifier
.namespace Rename normal

For each value in 'namespace' adds the same value to the 'namespace' 
property. If necessary a conversion is applied.

PF versionId

ProductionFacility inspireId
.Identifier
.versionId Rename normal

For each value in 'versionId' adds the same value to the 'versionId' property. If 
necessary a conversion is applied.



Same mapping table can be used to map
site/facilities/installation/installation
parts both towards EuRegistry schema and 
INSPIRE PF schema

BENEFIT n°1



From current DB tables and excels to 
EU Registry: the transformation project

9/29/2017



The transformation project used to 
obtain the Euregistry gml dataset needed
for reporting obligation, can be re-used
almost with no modification to get the 
INSPIRE PF gml dataset

BENEFIT n°2  - option 1



You can use a simple XSLT transformation
to transform the Euregistry gml dataset 
needed for reporting obligation into the 
INSPIRE PF gml dataset for the same
information

BENEFIT n°2  - option 2



EURegistry example file



INSPIRE PF for the same example file



The PF dataset obtained following the 
illustrated methodology, lacks most of the 
optional fields foreseen in the PF data 
model.Therefore, though being a valid
INSPIRE PF dataset, for a true usability of 
the dataset, consider adding few steps to 
the transformation project to take into
account those optional fields as well. 

Be aware that



Providing industrial emission reporting 
according to an INSPIRE extended 
schema empowers the Member States 
to streamline their efforts to fulfil 
both INSPIRE and e-reporting 
obligations, since investments in 
implementing the EU Registry are 
building on their INSPIRE compliance.

It’s a deal!



Thank you !

Questions ?
s.morrone@epsilon-italia.it
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